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BARNWATER PARTNERS WITH AMERICAN RED CROSS
TO HELP CAT by Kris Field
On Sunday, June 14, 2015, I responded as DAT (Disaster Action Team) Captain, American Red Cross,
Pet Lead, to help a family put out of their apartment due to flooding problems.
The apartment flooded on May 8th and they lived in the basement. The landlord refused to do anything
about the situation, and soon the mold began to grow. The tenants include mom, two sons and a
daughter plus a tiny four-pound kitty named Boots.
The American Red Cross was called
out to get them immediately into a
hotel, which we did, thanks to my DAT
teammate captains Louise Lee Schoch
and Joey Myers. These two went out to
the location and were on scene getting
them into a hotel while I was on call,
working remotely to get emergency
care for the kitty. During this call we
found out that the kitty was extremely
ill and her eyes were glued shut.
My immediate task was to start calling
around to try to find firstly clinics that
were open on Sunday and secondly to
Four-pound, eleven-month old Boots curled up in the motel.
Photo by Boots' mom.
find one that would do a free or
discounted exam. I was unable to find
any emergency clinics that would give us free or discounted services. There were times when I was on
my computer and on two different phones, all at the same time.
Flash forward, Barnwater Cats Rescue stepped in and we made arrangements for the clients to take a
cab to Wheat Ridge Animal Hospital for emergency treatment with the understanding that I would pay
with my credit card after services were rendered. Boots was seen by Dr. Cameo Carbone, got oral
antibiotics and eye medication, and I paid. The bill was $204. Boots still needed money for a recheck
and transportation to the vet.
While they were at the emergency vet clinic, volunteer Kathy Lehr graciously allowed me to press her
into service. She drove to WalMart, purchased a litter box, scooper and some Fancy Feast and
delivered it to the family while Boots was being examined. Wheat Ridge provided some litter to them
at no charge.
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At this time, the landlord has vacated their lease and evicted them. They had gone to Channel 31 Fox for help
and Fox did a story on them. So now they are homeless, with all of their belongings full of water and mold still
at their old apartment.
The daughter and mother are ill with ear infections and coughing and had to go to Denver General for treatment.
They desperately need an apartment of some kind, if anyone has any connections or knowledge of a cheap
rental. Mom lost her job last week along with her purse and ID. It has been a bad week for this poor family.
Last night one of our kind Red Cross Captains, Aimon Alkanani, delivered
several bags of goodies from BCRO to the motel and to Boots. Supplies included
a like new sherpa pet carrier (thank you Steve and Elaine), two quart bags of dry
cat food (Science Diet and Taste of the Wild), six cans of Friskies, 6 cans of
Fancy Feast, a pink fabric play cube for Boots (which I hear she loves), a small
new kitty bed, just her size (I am told she does not get out of it), a blanky, a towel,
several new toys, including a furry mouse and Hot Cat catnip toy, plus a bag of
fresh catnip, new scratching pad, a microchip with the enrollment paid for by
BCRO, fuzzy soft kitty mat with sides and three cat dishes.
We are seeking donations to help with these expenses. We would also like to
provide funds for a recheck for Boots and probably cab fare to get her there.
Boots has been traveling by bus in a backpack, but now she has her own carrier!

Boots getting some love.
Photo by Boots' mom.

This is a terribly sad story, but it has been a good outcome
for little Boots. Thank you kitty angels for being there for
all of us. And thank you volunteers and kitty lovers...any
donations will be gratefully accepted, donations of ANY
amount.
Thank you, Meow from Kris
Post Script: Mary Buhr
of Wheat Ridge Animal
Hospital has graciously
authorized a follow-up
visit for Boots at no
charge, working her
into their full schedule.
Some of the goodies for Boots donated by BCRO and
Boots can now go in a
delivered by Aimon. Photo by Kris Field.
carrier instead of a
back pack, but because
the family has no car, it will be either a taxi or bus trip to Wheat Ridge.
A Further Update: Boots has gone to stay temporarily with the grandmother
while her family gets back on their collective feet.
Kris Field in her American Red Cross vest getting pet
supplies ready for delivery. Photo by Eluise Marvin.

AMAZON, AMAZING!
Kris has had packages delivered from Amazon containing needed items for the shelter, thanks to the wish list
maintained on Amazon's website. Next time you order something for yourself, consider clicking on "Wish List,"
then click on "Find a Wish List or Registry," then enter either barnwater cats or barnwatercat@aol.com, to see
what the shelter needs. You can either get ideas for local purchases or buy directly from Amazon for delivery to
the shelter. Many thanks in advance for considering this way to help.
Sample items always needed include Temptations treats, forever stamps and gift cards for PetSmart, Petco,
Amazon and King Soopers. Please put your name on your donation so that you can get a thank you and donation
receipt from the shelter.
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WELCOME HOME, BELLA by Kris Field
One day in March, Nancy let the family kitty Bella out as usual for her morning walk around the neighborhood.
This day was different though, because this time Bella never came home. The family was frantic, and her
relatives (Kathy, Ray and Gwen) in Wheat Ridge were devastated.
Every day, Nancy and her family searched for little Bella. They called the shelters and filed "lost cat" reports;
they put up flyers in the area and in the local park. They told all of their friends . . .
Everyone was frantic because Bella was lost in Longmont, well known for a
large coyote presence; and of course, since March, we have seen severe
cold, snow, freezing drizzle, severe flooding and even a tornado. It seemed
impossible that Bella could live through all of that, but I never ever gave up
hope and I begged the kitty angels to keep her safe.
Last week I asked Bella's aunt Kathy Lehr, one of our volunteers, to pick up
cat supplies at WalMart and to deliver them to a kitty displaced by flooding
and mold who was ill and was at the Wheat Ridge emergency clinic. Kathy
did that, and she told Boots' mom that she was doing this kindness in the
name of her niece kitty, Bella, long lost and feared dead.
A week later, Nancy was on the
computer looking at kitties for adoption
on the Longmont website and lo and
behold, there was a photo of little Bella!
Well, Nancy got on the phone immediately and located Bella at one of the
local PetSmarts, up for adoption!
Bella, now wearing her new collar
with name tag and microchip
information. Photo by Kathy Lehr.

Long story short. Bella is now safely back home, with her mom and dad and
Bella's sister dog, Charlie. This time, though, Bella will live the rest of her
life with a microchip which was inserted by the Longmont Humane Society.
So, another great save by the kitty angels. The takeaways being: NEVER let
your kitty out. Microchip your pets. Check the shelters at LEAST twice a
week, IN PERSON! Do not rely on someone else to match up your
description of the lost cat with hundreds of in-shelter cats that are coming
and going by the hundreds in a month's time.

Bella on Kathy Lehr's lap, where
she belongs. Photo by Gwen
Lehr.

Congratulations on getting Bella back home. Bella will never have to go through this ordeal again, because she
will now be an INDOOR (therefore a SAFE) kitty! Welcome home, baby girl.

NEXTDOOR.COM--BECOME A MEMBER
There's a national organization called Next Door and it is an invaluable neighborhood resource. As its website
says, "Nextdoor's mission is to use the power of technology to build stronger and safer neighborhoods." It's free
and easy to join, just go to nextdoor.com to sign up. You select the neighborhoods you wish to join, so you are
getting only information from people nearby. Every day you'll receive messages from those selected
neighborhoods regarding everything from recommendations to alerts about scam artists working the area.
I am not a social media person and I check Facebook about once and year and have never touched Twitter. But
nextdoor gets a daily visit from me. I have organized meetings for those interested in beekeeping, offered free
stuff to neighbors and kept up with news about neighborhood businesses. And my new house cleaner, who did a
splendid job, came as a referral from someone on nextdoor.com. I used to used to pay to use Angie's List to find
services, but now I use nextdoor.com for free.
Of particular value are lost pet messages. I can't tell you how often a thread has appeared about a lost/found dog
or cat. And very often there is a happy ending of a returned animal. In my opinion, this service is a must for
every household. I even met my new neighbors before they moved in next door (literally) when she responded
to my offer of free packing boxes.
Check it out right now and begin to know your neighbors better and be part of your community in a new way.
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VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT ON ELUISE MARVIN
This newsletter's editor, me, finds herself reluctantly in the spotlight, but Kris has insisted and Kris usually wins.
So here I am. I've been around animals all my life and can remember secretly eating canned cat food when Mom
sent me out to feed the cats when I was about 6 years old--I still remember how sweet it tasted because at that
time it would have been horsemeat.
Fast forward through the years: I've had parakeets, a cockatoo, a friend's rabbit for
awhile, and eventually a shelter dog that my husband Davy and I adopted in 1991.
Taz was the love of our life and even now, ten years after her death, we still
mourn her. A new shelter dog, Pearl, lives with us now, along with Barnwater
rescue cats Sami and Marigny, some spiders and thousands of bees in our two bee
hives. I'm the little ole lady who doesn't step on ants, captures insects to set them
free outside and cannot bear to see any animal suffer.
Back in the late '90s, there were newspaper articles about a local man who
rescued ferrets and a lady who rescued cats. I sent a hundred dollars to each of
them. The lady who rescued cats sent me a lovely thank you card and three
photos! The man who rescued ferrets never acknowledged my gift. Guess which
one I still support?

Me and Smoky at the shelter.
Photo by Kris Field.

I cannot do what Kris does. She is in
the front lines of animal rescue while I am fortunate enough to sit
back and write a check or edit the newsletter, safe from the horrors
Kris must endure first hand.
I am retired from my job as legal secretary at a large downtown law
firm but Davy still teaches at the University of Denver. He walks to
work each day and is usually accompanied by first Taz and now
Pearl, although she is getting too old to enjoy those 2-mile walks each
way. We travel a good part of each year, much to Kris's dismay, and I
keep busy with various projects that have multiplied since retirement.
I feel that I am one of
the luckiest people
ever, living in such a
great place as Denver
(Davy is a third-generation native while I am from Virginia). I am
also lucky that I can participate in some small way in animal
rescue. Charities that benefit animals get my donations while
those for people go unanswered.
Pearl and Sami. Their perfect color match is
pure coincidence. Photo by Eluise Marvin.

Sami and his pet cat Marigny. Photo by Eluise Marvin.

KRIS FEEDS ALL ANIMALS
Here is Cindy, the newest squirrel who receives a daily feeding on top of the
cat run at the shelter. You may remember from a previous newsletter that
Kris got medicine for a squirrel with an infected jaw. Her animal rescue
work is not confined to just cats and dogs!
Remember to provide outside fresh water for the many animals who need it.
Not just squirrels, dogs and cats, but birds, bees and some other insects need
water all year around. Especially when it's freezing outside, a bowl of fresh
water can save a life.
One of many squirrels who can always count on food from Kris. She has about 4
regulars. A squirrel's four front teeth never stop growing, which is why they chew on
just about anything around to keep those teeth from growing too long.
Photo by Kris Field.
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THANKS TO OUR COMMUNITY
Barnwater Cats exists because of Kris Field, but it endures because of the many volunteers who support her
work. In alphabetical order, here are the latest people and organizations who help make the lives of abandoned,
surrendered or injured cats better:
Anonymous Amazon Donor who sent lovely canned food and the plastic tops for the cans! Attempts to find the
sender have not been successful, so many thanks to this unknown kind person.
Cat Care Society of Lakewood took in Lila and Kade, Siamese sisters who had been at Barnwater for over a
year. Being at CCS will give them more exposure and a bigger audience to find their forever home.
[www.catcaresociety.org]
Evans East (especially Dr. Meriam Tadros) for continuing assistance with the shelter's cats.
[http://evanseastvet.com/]
Good Samaritan Pet Center of Denver did a full page story in its newsletter about boarding cats at Barnwater.
Carol Vogel and Beth Springer made it happen. [www.goodsamaritanpetcenter.org]
Rhonda Green picked up 134 cases of canned cat food from Cathy Campbell at Duncan's Place in Loveland
and delivered them to BCRO's food bank. She's also due big thanks for her ongoing website management and
her support and help behind the scenes in so many ways.
J.J. Joslin and Lorna Mitchell, who rescued 8 feral cats in their back yard and are trying to capture an
additional 5 kittens and 2 adults for TNR (trap, neuter and return). If they need assistance, BCRO is ready to
help.
Ann Martinez, long-time friend of Kris and the shelter, regularly prepares delicious home made meals and
delivers them to Kris in Tupperware containers and also makes sure she gets a regular visit, courtesy of her
husband Marty, to a restaurant meal too. Ann is equally talented in the kitchen and at friendship.
Pets on Broadway (especially Drs. Sheryl Scolnick and Mac Griffin) for its quick and ongoing support when
vet issues arise. And thanks also to its great support staff: Tori, Aubrey, Claudia and Patrick.
[http://petsonbroadway.net]
Piton Foundation, Gary Community Investment Co., and The Lauretta Boyd Charitable Trust, two
organizations that offer continuing monetary support to BCRO.
Carol Vogel created the beautiful flyer for BCRO's boarding business and reworked the boarding contract,
taking many hours and much creativity to make it happen.
Yard sale people Gay Dickerson, Kathy Lahr, Justin Loerwald, Andrea Luethge and Eluise Marvin who
make the yard sale possible and give of their energy and time without reservation.
Betsy Wills for providing pro bono legal advice, both personal and for the shelter, to get the boarding contract
written and for ongoing legal needs.

BOARD YOUR CAT? NOT JUST FOR VACATIONS
When it's time for your vacation, pets go to boarding and you go to your
destination. But there are other times when it makes sense to board your animals.
Someone coming to stay for a few days who's allergic or doesn't like your pet?
Remodeling or repair going on that will freak out your cat? Painting that will smell
up the home for awhile? Furniture delivery coming so that doors are propped open?
Basement flooded? Roof replaced because of hail? Consider boarding your cat
rather than putting your pet through the trauma.
And it doesn't have to be over night stays. Part of a day works too. In fact, Kris can
board not only your pet but you too if you also need to be away for a night or two.
Yes, you and your cat can spend the night in the same bedroom for much less than
a night in a hotel would cost, and without restrictions imposed by hotels on pet
stays. Give Kris a call to discuss the possibilities: boarding arrangements are
flexible enough to satisfy almost any need.
Boarding fees directly support the rescue work of BCRO.
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One of several
bedrooms available for
boarding at BCRO.
Photo by Kris Field.

DENVER'S FIRST CAT CAFÉ
The Denver Cat Company has opened a cat café at 3929 Tennyson Street in northwest
Denver. What is that?, you ask. Well, having visited three different cat cafes in
England and Japan, I can tell you that they are wonderful places where people can
interact with cats while sipping a beverage and snacking on treats. The first café was
founded in Taiwan years ago and they are now very popular in Japan. The idea is for
people who cannot for some reason have their own cats but still want that contact. Or
for people like me who are traveling and want a little cat contact far from home.
Clockwise from above:
Marwa (the café owner's
sister) petting Little One
in the front room; Two
black and white kittens
on the condo near the
front door, Little One.
Photos by Eluise Marvin.

This particular cat café features adoptable cats from partner rescue organizations For
the Love of Paws and Planet Pet. There's a $5 cover charge on weekends; otherwise
there is no cover cost. And there are not just cats and snacks there, but local art work
is on display and there is a used book store and free library, social painting classes
available, a small gift jewelry area and free wi-fi. If you want a pleasant spot to
work on your computer, consider the cat café
rather than the library or Starbucks. You might
have a feline companion at your side. It is also a
natural way to meet cats you may wish to
adopt. There are two to three adoptions a
week and all rescue and adoption services
are handled by For the Love of Paws, not
the café.

There are hot and cold beverages and a
few snack items available, but the main
attraction is the cats. On a recent visit, I
saw four healthy, attractive cats. There are about ten or so on hand at any
given time. The front room is sunny and the big back room is cozy, with a
variety of tables and chairs, including stuffed chairs among the bookshelves and artwork. Good management
and an air purifier mean that there is absolutely no smell. There are big and small cat condos and a room where
cats can escape humans when they want to.
You may find out hours and more on their web site: www.denvercatco.com. Closed on Mondays.

DENA AND RYAN BARRETT
Dena Barrett and her son Ryan Barrett received Barnwater Cats'
highest honors: Heartstar Award and Golden Paw Award, respectively,
in February 2015. Their compassionate work resulted in a tribute on
You Tube to animal rescuers
everywhere. To find their work, go
to the You Tube web site and enter
Dena Barrett Won't Let You Go. It
will take you to their video. These
awards are usually reserved for
veterinarians who have performed
heroic feats in the face of
adversity, but their video earned
an exception to the rule.
Dena Barrett wearing her BCRO tee
shirt with her award and picture of
Katrina rescue Sweetpea Levin.
Photo by Kris Field.

Ryan Barrett with his award and picture
of Katrina rescue cat Dudette Levin.
Photo by Kris Field.

Kris prepared a package for Ryan and Dena to go with the awards. Inside
was a letter commending them on the work they have both done--their
whole lives--to make the world a better place for injured and abused kitties.
Also included in each package was a tee shirt ("Life is good, cats make it
better") and thank-you cards Kris had made with photos of some of the
Katrina cats BCRO rescued from Louisiana in 2005.
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HOW TO TRAP FERAL CATS
What is TNR? Trap-Neuter-Return means humanely trapping all feral cats in a colony, having a vet neuter,
vaccinate and ear tip each cat, evaluating whether the cat is feral or abandoned, then returning feral cats to their
original location. If there's any chance a tame cat might be returned to the outside, it should be tipped. Then, if
they are adopted out, the family has a great story to tell people!
How does this help? It stabilizes the colony size, and in a perfect world the colony will eventually die out on its
own. It also improves the health of each cat because mating often causes stress and even injury. TNR also helps
to assist in eliminating the euthanasia of healthy cats. Abandoned cats in a feral colony that are not feral can be
adopted to new homes. Because feral cats usually cannot live with humans, returning them to their original
location, unless it is unsafe, is the proper way to give these cats the best life they can have.
However, as one expert has told me, feral cats can make good house
pets--they just don't want to curl up in your lap but will keep their
distance. So why keep a feral cat? They can be good playmates for
your tame pets if you don't have the time to spend with yet another cat
that wants attention. Or if someone wants to save a life but doesn't
have an outdoor area for them. Feral cats don't necessarily scratch
inappropriately or tear things apart, are not aggressive nor do they pee
and poop in the house. They use litter boxes and share food dishes and
are generally very easy to care for. Over the years a feral cat can
become more visible, want food and shelter and even lie in front of the
fireplace, but they just don't always want to be touched.

Kris Field in her disaster jacket loading
humane traps during a snow storm.
Photo by Gay Dickerson.

As the owner of a very slightly feral cat, Marigny, I can attest to the
fact that he has become more friendly over the years and seems to
enjoy a hard back rub more and more and has been a great companion
for my other, more tame, kitty Sami. I think of Marigny as Sami's pet
cat. And he has a tipped ear.
Here are some guidelines about how to trap a cat followed by a list of

low- or no-cost resources for TNR.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decide where you will take the cat (vet/clinic/shelter) before trapping and call for an appointment.
Use only an approved humane trap with a lightweight cloth lining the bottom (do not use paper towels).
Withhold all food for a day so the cat will be hungry.
Set the trap close to the feeding site, preferably where you can observe it unseen/unheard so you'll quickly
know when the trap has been tripped.
Put a small plastic container of water and stinky canned food as far back in the trap as possible. Tuna or
jack mackerel is a good choice.
Lay a trail of small dry or canned food bits into the trap, starting about a foot away from the trap, so the cat
will be enticed to have more.
Cover the trap with a towel or sheet, leaving the entrance exposed. The cat may thrash around, injuring
itself, in an uncovered cage.
Monitor the trap constantly, as often as every 15 minutes during very cold weather.
Once captured, cover the trap completely. A bath tub is a good place to keep the cat in the trap overnight.
Either take the cat immediately to the vet/clinic/shelter or keep the cat in a warm, safe place. The cat will
need water if there is more than 12 hours between capture and vet visit.
Never open the trap yourself unless it is in a confined area.
The vet will make an evaluation, vaccinate the cat and test for leukemia/aids before its return.

EVERY CREATURE COUNTS will take as many as 2 trapped cats a day. Great if you can give a heads-up if
you're going to trap the night before but not required. It operates a low-cost spay and neuter clinic seven days a
week, serving all cats and dogs. Usually $15 for everything.
1245 Factory Circle, Fort Lupton, CO 80621, 303-637-9136
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MEOW MOBILE will also take trapped cats, which are a priority, but they do not do tests on the mobile unit.
Spay/neuter services are subsidized by Dumb Friends League donors. Check online at ddfl.org to see where the
mobile clinic will be located--they work on donations.
THE FELINE FIX/DEVINE FELINE is open to the public Wednesdays-Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
2600 W 2nd Ave., Unit 10, Denver, CO 80219, 303-202-3516, info@thefelinefix.org / thefelinefix.org
SPAY TODAY helps community/feral cat caretakers: please call for surgery pricing.
1864 S. Wadsworth Blvd, #2, Lakewood, CO 80232, 303-984-7729, spay2day.org
ROCKY MOUNTAIN FELINE RESCUE shelters and cares for abandoned, abused and unwanted cats and
kittens until permanent homes can be found, encourages responsible pet ownership, educates the public through
community outreach, provides trap and release, spay/neuter information and resources to the public.
2390 S. Delaware Street, Denver, CO 80223, 303-744-6076, http://rmfr-colorado.org
ALLEY CAT ALLIES is a national organization dedicated to helping feral cats.
7920 Norfolk Avenue, Suite 600, Bethesda, MD 20814-2525, 240-482-1980, Alleycat.org
LORI FREEDMAN works mostly in the Commerce City, Dacono and Erie areas. loveemfixem@yahoo.com

UNIVERSITY OF DENVER ROOTS AND SHOOTS
Out of the blue, Kris received a message from Ronan McIntosh
explaining that he is the President of Roots and Shoots, a University
of Denver club, that, in the words from its website, is "dedicated to
discussing ideas to generate action regarding education of animal
wellness issues and improving animal living conditions throughout
the local community in a 'think-tank' setting. The organization then
designs projects to follow through with the ideas discussed."
Ronan explained that his club was interested in visiting the shelter to
see first hand how animal welfare works. Kris invited them to tour
Barnwater Cats. BCRO is not a traditional-style shelter with rows of
animals in cages, but is structured as a home with each cat up for
adoption having its own room and periodic access to the living
areas. This reduces the cat's stress and also acclimates them to a
loving home environment.

From left to right: Lindsay Rodgers,
Ronan McIntosh, Sydney Wyner holding
shelter cat Smoky, Lauren Beaver and
Cerriana Lujan. Not pictured is Brett
Barden who had to leave before the picture
was taken. Photo by Kris Field.

These young people volunteered to help at the yard sale and could
not have been more welcome and helped us all immensely, making
it one of the easiest in memory. Each of them was an outstanding
addition to the Barnwater Cat community. Kris and I were both taken
with how intelligent, dedicated and friendly these DU students are.
We look forward to working with this wonderful group again.

ANNUAL HOLIDAY BAZAAR RETURNS
Weekend dates in October and early November for this year's Christmas
boutique will be announced soon. Please include shopping at the shelter
when thinking of your gift list. Lots of holiday-themed merchandise will be
available as well as pet-related items, plus books, tee shirts and some
surprises.
This annual event is an important fundraiser for the shelter, but it is also a
grand way for Kris to meet in person some of her circle of friends and
supporters. Even if you don't wish to buy anything, Kris would love to see you.
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BARN CATS, REALLY!
BCRO helped Forgotten Felines place two feral cats in a barn:
Kris forwarded an email she received from a lady named Sue
to Kathy Hill of The Feline Fix and of Forgotten Felines. Sue
was looking for barn cats to join her one existing cat and
Kathy had two to fit the bill, as she explains in her email to
Sue: "They are both semi-feral but will let you pet them if they
are in a small area. The mom cat had a litter of kittens which
have been adopted. The male is about one year old. The two
cats have been together and get along well. The male loves
other cats and will be fine with your female. The mama (the
two are not related) also does well with other cats. There is no
fee, they are fixed, tested negative for FeLV/FIV, vaccinated
Stock photo.
with FVRCP (distemper combo) and rabies. We are just happy
to have them find a good home since they could not be returned to the areas where they were trapped and are not
socializable enough to be adopted."
Kris was delighted that these two cats, who could so easily have been overlooked by more traditional shelters,
now have a fine home and will earn their keep as cats have done for centuries: keeping rodents under control
around the barn!

CAT CARE SOCIETY REALLY CARES
Lila and Kade, two Siamese cats that have been at the shelter for over a year with no calls, are now at Cat Care
Society, a no-kill cage-free shelter. CCS offered to take these two so they would have more exposure to find that
forever home they need. Karlyn Mendez authorized the transfer from BCRO. This already crowded shelter made
room for not one but two more cats in order to give them a better chance of getting adopted together. Kris is
extremely grateful to CCS for giving two of her favorite rescues this opportunity.
I must say, when I visited its facility when Kris and I dropped off Kade and Lila, I was most impressed with the
facility and the people I met there. As hard as it was to say goodbye to these girls, the staff was very
understanding and most impressive, making the parting a little easier. CCS is a twin to Kris's shelter when it
comes to caring for cats. The place was clean, calm and inviting. There is also a low-cost clinic at the site. And
welcome aboard to the new shelter manager of CCS: Heather Allen. If you are looking for a new feline
companion, please consider CCS--you will not be sorry!
Shelter Hours:
Tue. - Fri.: noon - 5:30 pm
Sat.: 11:00 am - 4:30 pm
Sun.: noon - 3:00 pm

Clinic Hours:
Tue. - Fri.: 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
5787 West 6th Avenue Lakewood, CO 80214, 303-239-9680
catcaresociety.org

Kade in her carrier about to go to
Cat Care Society and Lila just
before she was put in her carrier. It
was time for them to find a larger
audience, but it was a sad day for
Kris who had become very fond of
them both. She knew they would
find their forever home more
quickly with CCS.
Photos by Kris Field.
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MURDER BY ARRANGEMENT
BCRO supporter Suzanne Young has just published her sixth book and the fifth one to feature
Edna Davies. Kris calls Suzanne's books "delicious cottage mysteries." Suzanne lives in the
Arvada area and writes with assurance. Her favorite locales for her characters include New
England and the Rocky Mountain region, with Edna's pet cat Benjamin thrown into the mix.
Her books have been well-reviewed on Amazon and she is currently working on "Murder by
Decay." If you would like to have an autographed book of "Murder by Arrangement," just ask
Kris. She can arrange one for you: $20. Better grab this while you can. Two of Suzanne's
previous books, "Murder by Yew" and "Murder by Proxy," are now out of print and are
selling for more than their cover price on Half.com.

RECENT DONATIONS OF $10 OR MORE through June 29, 2015
Donations go to food, litter, medical services and utilities. Every penny directly benefits the cats.

Lions ($1,000 or more), Eluise Marvin, Bob Rhue
Tigers ($500 or more), DCP Midstream Matching Gifts Program (Becky McCarty), Liz Drennen,
Piton Foundation/Gary Community Investment Company, Diana Stone

Jaguars ($200 or more), Betty Patnoi, Eileen Shellman, Jean Van Loan
Leopards ($100 or more), Mil Bailey (in honor of Eluise Marvin), Charlotte Brown, Joan Casey,
Gay Dickerson, Pam Dickerson, Ann Martinez, Tana and Jim Pittman, Annette Stearman (in honor of
Jessy), Christine and Todd Strickland and Cajun, Barbara Walker, Wendy Williams

Ocelots ($50 or more), Connor Childley, Andrea Luethge, Linda Martin, Margery Smith, Chad Suiter
Margays ($10 or more), Jackie Clark, Kathy Lehr, Kate Merrill, Marian Reeves
CONTINUING THANKS TO OUR PRINTER
Bill Egan of Egan Printing makes our newsletters perfect! A big thank you for his ongoing support.

Egan Printing Company, 1245 Elati Street • Denver, CO 80204-3612 • 303-534-0171

DEMI NEEDS A FOREVER HOME by Lisa Pierce Gasiorek
Demi is my very special foster kitty girl who had an extremely rough beginning
to her life before being rescued by Every Creature Counts. She still has the
pieces of buckshot in her to prove just how hard her life once was. Due to the
cruelty she once endured, she does take a little while to trust someone new in her
life and needs a patient and quiet home that can give her the loving environment
she has been longing for.

Demi. Photo by foster mom
Lisa Pierce Gasiorek.

Once she settles in though, she is a wonderful sweet girl who has a quiet but
beautiful purr, and she loves sitting on my lap and receiving love and attention.
If she is not getting enough attention, she will gently reach out her paw and
touch your hand or arm to let you know she would like some love. She would
prefer to be an only cat and receive all your love and attention. She might be ok
with a well-mannered dog that won't chase her! If you and your home sound like
the perfect new beginning for this sweet girl, she is available for adoption
through Every Creature Counts. She will return your love tenfold if given the
opportunity to finally have her very own forever family and the happy ever after
she so deserves.

She has perfect litter box manners and loves to sit in the window to look out. Please contact Every Creature
Counts at 303-642-7204 or email Lisa Martin at lisamartinski@aol.com for more information on this doll!
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AUTOGRAPH ANYONE?
Kris Field inherited an autograph book from her parents. Not just any ole book,
but one with many famous signatures. Kris wants to donate this book to the
shelter as a fundraiser but has not been able to find anyone on the Internet who
responds to her requests for an appraisal, nor has she found a reliable and safe
way to sell such an item. A partial appraisal about 15 years ago suggested that
the book was worth at least $2,300 at that time. If you have any suggestions,
advice or offers, please contact Kris at barnwatercat@aol.com. The leather book
and some of the autographs are pictured
here. Thanks!

Autographs from left to right: Oliver Wendell Holmes, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and Louisa May Alcott.
All photos by Kris Field.

BCRO FOOD BANK

Brenda Wheeler unloads BCRO
food bank cat food from Gay
Dickerson's car.
Photo by Gay Dickerson.

This winter our own Rhonda
Green drove to Loveland to pick
up 143 cases of canned cat food
donated by Cathy Campbell of
Duncan's Place. In turn, Kris
donated about 40 cases of that
food and about 300 pounds of
dry food to Brenda Wheeler.
BCRO learned of her through
one of its volunteers, Lori
Freedman, because Brenda
trapped what she correctly
thought was a tame kitty whom
she temporarily named Lady.
Lori took Lady in to Meow
Mobile for spay, vaccination
and adoption.

Brenda Wheeler loads supplies for her feral
cat colony donated by BCRO.
Photo by Gay Dickerson.

Brenda is a local cat rescuer and
very active in TNR, and she often runs into an abandoned tame cat such as
Lady. She feeds year round, no matter what the weather is, about 150 cats in Commerce City, including tame
and feral colonies. She also has rescue horse(s), goat(s), chickens, etc., plus is employed full time.
Gay Dickerson brought a car load of supplies to Brenda, a donation that obviously means a great deal to her and
the cats. "It's like Christmas for the cats," says Brenda. Because she is an individual and not a tax-exempt entity,
she is not eligible for grants and donations from organizations, but that doesn't matter to BCRO. Where there are
cats in need, Barnwater Cats responds.
Along with the cat food, BCRO gave Brenda two new traps, blankets, cat beds, pet dishes, winter gloves and big
towels. Thanks to Barbara Walker for the big bag of big clean towels and to Dr. Terese Snowden for the paper
towels!
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Hi everyone,
These past two months have been horrible insofar as moisture and flooding in homes
and apartments go. The American Red Cross has gone out on an enormous volume
of calls, trying to get people out of their water-logged, moldy homes and into the
temporary safety of a motel. But in the end, most of the residents have to go back
"home" after a few days and deal with the aftermath of the continuing storms.

My name is Smoky. I
am the resident clown
and official greeter at
the shelter and also the
disaster coordinator
and meteorologist for
BCRO. Good luck
and good health.

Aside from having professional advice on how best to clean up your personal space,
I thought I would include some information regarding what to toss out. Mold is
extremely dangerous, and it is unwise to keep furniture or some electrical items and
so on. Even if you are fortunate enough to be able to move out of the rental, be
extremely cautious about the things you take with you. I have collected information
from the EPA, Rebecca Morely and Arthur Lau, all experts on the subject. I hope
you do not have to use this information--ever--but in case you do, here is a quick
summary that could be used as guidelines only.
The National Center for Healthy Housing recommends tossing the following items if
they look or smell moldy or if they've been underwater:
Carpet, carpet padding, and rugs
Upholstered furniture
Computers, microwaves, window A/C units or appliances with fans sitting in
moldy rooms
Papers and books
Food items, including canned foods if they were in contact with flood waters
Items that can usually be cleaned and saved include:
Hard, non-porous items like jewelry, china and dishes, glass, porcelain and metal
Wood furniture, even if it's moldy, as long as it's in good condition
Some electronics and small appliances, depending on flooding conditions
Photographs, books and valuable legal documents with only small levels of mold
Artwork, textiles or clothing that has no physical damage
Keep in mind that undamaged items may need to be stored away from the house
while you dry it out.
Clean hard surfaces that have small amounts of mold with detergent and "as little
water as possible; the most important thing is to keep things dry," she says.

ColoradoGives [but not to Barnwater Cats]
Several of you have asked if BCRO has applied to ColoradoGives for a grant. Here are the eligibility
requirements to enroll in this worthy program:
An organization must be a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt nonprofit organization, be headquartered or providing services
with a physical office in Colorado, reporting at least $50,000 in annual revenue or $25,000 in net assets and
registered with the Secretary of State. BCRO meets all these requirements except annual revenue or net assets.
Alas, without more money, BCRO can't get more money from ColoradoGives.

RYAN BARRETT REVISITED
In addition to receiving BCRO's highest award, Ryan is now in Vienna, Austria, for the start of the Global
Young Leaders Conference, a 10-day leadership program that gives an out-of-classroom learning experience to
students from the United States and 145 other countries. Ryan has started on the path toward becoming a global
leader. Ryan is home schooled, has been active in animal rescue from an early age and is an Eagle Scout. Kris
Field sent him $25 when he attained Eagle Scout status but he returned her check with the message asking her
"to use it to help the kitties." In a year he graduates with his BA in Communications and will spend a year
working with Americorp and then he hopes to do his internship at the Big Cat Sanctuary in Florida. After that,
maybe to India to work with a tiger sanctuary. How can we be more proud of our Ryan?
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NEW ARRIVALS AT RAINBOW BRIDGE
GRETEL, Karla Horowitz lost her beloved 20-year-old orange
tabby cat Gretel (Grety to her friends), a very smart and sweet cat.
"We can always hope that some day we will be reunited with our
beloved animals." Grety was a precious girl and she will never be
forgotten.

KITTY INSANO, beloved kitty of Leslie Martinez and family.
JESSY by Annette Stearman
Cannot stop grieving for my beloved Jessy. He was the most "normal" easy going feline that I have had the
privilege to share my life with. He could adapt to anyone or any situation. There was a lot of illness in our home
in the past few years. He greeted all the care givers and received a lot of attention. For anyone that was
interested, he always let you know his special tickle spot on his neck.
His most remarkable feature was his loving gaze. He didn't just look at you, he was interested in who you were.
His appetite was legendary. Think he could tell time. Always cleaned his plate and his companion Timmy's too.
Then it was time to check out the dog's dish. No luck there!
He was one of Barnwater's rescue success stories. Kris remembers me looking at his picture and remarking on
his beauty. I thought about it for a while and did nothing. Had lost a previous cat to old age and cancer. Just
didn't want to go through that again. In a while I went to Barnwater with my husband. A herd of cats came into
the living room. All my previous friends had been small. When they approached, I could not believe his size.
We just connected. And yes he got bigger.
When he came into my life I was recently retired. Had a lot of time on my hands. I taught him to shake a paw,
roll over and kiss. All in his good time, of course. He loved to perform. Midnight play sessions with toys in the
living room were routine. He could have been a soccer player in the cat league.
This winter he started to loose weight even though he
was eating well. I supplemented his food as
frequently as he asked. He was receiving daily
thyroid medication. A trip to the vets indicated
nothing wrong. All his tests
were absolutely normal. I
always have a blood profile
done on each animal to
maintain a base line for
reference. Another trip and
an ultrasound and x-ray:
they came back negative.
He was taken to another
larger medical facility
Jessie (right) with Timmie Christmas, another Barnwater Cats
rescue. Both were beloved by all who met them. Photo by
where he had an x-ray of
Annette Stearman.
his cranium. There was a
Jessy.
cancer found above his
Photo by Kris Field.
pallet. A lymphoma. Deadly prognosis. We tried an anti-inflammatory liquid
medication because he refused all pills. In a few weeks of trying and asking about palliative surgery, it became
evident he was having way too much trouble eating. His nose was blocked by the tumor growth.
I knew it was the end but I just couldn't let him go. He could rest by putting his head way down, and I fed him
his favorites about every two hours to try to keep his weight up. At night when we talked together I would tell
him to let me know when he was ready. The night before his final trip to the vet he came over to me and put his
paw in my leg and said "mom, it is time to let me go." I did with tears and love.
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IN MEMORY OF HER HIGHNESS, COSETTE by Barbara Walker
Our Russian Blue Cosette was born in Thomson, Georgia, on September 7, 1997. She was a Southern belle from
the moment of her birth. When my husband and I picked her up at DIA and saw her tiny, delicate face and
emerald green eyes peering out of her carrier, we gasped at her beauty. Yes, her namesake is the innocent waif
from our favorite musical, Les Misérables.
She quickly evinced her Southern roots. Like many Southerners, including my
now departed father born in Richmond, Arkansas, she was an historical
revisionist—the South won! During Cosette's kittenhood, as my husband Phil lay
in bed trying to read one of Shelby Foote's tomes about the Civil War, Cosette
would not let him do it. She would position herself behind the upraised book,
rise up to position her front legs on the book, and swat at the pages as Phil tried
to read. She would not let him turn a page!

Shy, royal Cosette.
Photo by Barbara Walker.

On a whim, when she was three years old, I sent in a photo of her lying in the
wicker bassinet in which I once laid as a baby to a Cats USA 2000 magazine
contest. I rather forgot about my submission until I came home from work one
night to a congratulatory phone message from Cats, telling us that Cosette's
photo had won Second Place for Fantastic Faces and a complimentary copy of
the issue with her photo and $100 worth of cat food! Our famous cat!

Russian Blues are known to
be shy, but she took the trait to an extreme. Although she
always followed us around the house, waited at the door
for our return, and always slept nearby, Cosette would
only sit on our laps for a minute before she scurried away,
like she realized it was beneath her station to do so. She
was almost feral in her refusal to be picked up or held.
While she loved our head rubs and back brushing, no other
part of her body could be touched without the offender
risking dismemberment. Her claws were syringe sharp;
clipping was forbidden—she nipped at you if you dared to
try. She systematically shredded several corners of our
Cosette's award-winning photo.
living room sofa and loveseat sharpening them. There was
Photo by Barbara Walker.
actually a warning about her on the cover of her file at the
vet's! Giving her meds was a heart-pounding affair for
both Cosette and me—she made it sound as if I were torturing her. She knew when it was time! Pulling her by
her scruff out from under furniture was enough to give me a heart attack. Yet each and every time we looked at
her, we gasped anew at her exquisite and regal beauty. While she had a mere whisper of a meow, she had a
vigorous and pleasing purr. Cosette truly graced our home.
But she was not to be denied. One evening, as we watched a movie on TV and thus failed Her Highness by not
paying attention to her for a minute, she casually walked over to the shelf on the side of the TV, curled her paw
around a delicate vase that had been my grandmother's, and dispatched it to the tile floor—shattering it into
pieces! During a dinner party, our guests looked over my shoulder in horror as she pulled a salmon steak from
the kitchen counter onto the floor. We will never forget the Sunday night when Phil was on the phone with a
high ranking official of the Securities and Exchange Commission on a call crucial to state legislation Phil had
worked on for five years. Cosette had apparently had enough of listening to it, so she deftly hopped on the
counter, reached over with a delicate paw and pressed the phone button—and only that one button (she knew)—
that disconnected the call, and at its climatic moment no less. She loved to retrieve little puff balls we tossed
around the room—and when she wanted us to play this game, you could hear her even before she came into the
room, loudly gurgling along with her alluring little meow with a puff ball in her mouth she would deposit at our
feet. Cosette enriched our lives.
Losing her a few weeks before her 17th birthday last August still brings us to tears. We miss Cosette so much—
our Princess, our Empress, our Queen.
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Barnwater Cats Rescue Offers
Luxury Cat Boarding
We have two bedrooms available: one has hardwood floors, a bunk bed and looks out at the
mountains and squirrels. The second room has a queen sized bed and looks out at pine trees
and squirrels also. The cats will have a whole room to themselves. I live in the basement, so
there is 24 hour care. The care includes as much canned food as they would like and a
selection of dry foods that includes premium and grain-free choices.
Please call for prices or to see the facility. If we can bring in enough income to continue our
rescue work, then we will have served two separate populations: poor kitties without financial
means and kitties lucky enough to have families that wish to board their kitties in luxury!!!

Twenty-four hour care - The care includes toys, playtime, as much canned food as your cat
would like and a selection of dry foods that includes premium and grain-free choices.

Please call for prices or to see
the facility.
Kris Field
Executive Director
Barnwater Cats Rescue Organization
3131 E. Evans Avenue
Denver, CO 80210

303 759-2855

